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• HL-LHC challenges
• Importance of investigating novel algorithms
• Parallel track building in CMS Phase 2 outer tracker 
• Preliminary results
• Outlook



Challenges of tracking in HL-LHC
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For HL-LHC need to make choices / improvements in order not to 
compromise physics due to large pileup
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• Track reconstruction is crucial for physics
• Track reconstruction is time consuming
• For HL-LHC the problem is only getting worse
• New (multiple) solutions must be explored
⇒ Most important thing to keep in mind is the 
impact to physics performance9.1. The Particle Flow Algorithm 249

Figure 9.1: An event display showing reconstructed tracks and vertices of a simulated top-pair
event with additional 140 interactions overlaid for the Phase-II detector.

9.1 The Particle Flow Algorithm
The Particle Flow algorithm starts with the results of reconstruction performed locally using in-
dividual CMS subdetectors. Identification of concentrations of deposited energy, or “clusters”,
is performed in each of the calorimeters. Track reconstruction is carried out using clusters from
the silicon strip tracker and the silicon pixel system. Each muon system produces muon track
segments that can be linked into stand-alone muon tracks. Clusters of various kinds and muon
track segments along with tracking information are the inputs to the Particle Flow algorithm.

9.1.1 Iterative Track Reconstruction

In order to provide efficient tracking with low fake rate for all physics objects , including taus,
needed for the particle flow technique, a new iterative tracking algorithm was developed. The
strategy is the following: first, tracks with very pure seeds, for example those having well-
defined hits in three layers of the pixel detector, exceeding the requirement of a minimum
number of hits in the silicon strip tracker, and satisfying tight vertex constraints, are recon-
structed. The charged particle objects obtained in this pass are reconstructed with moderate
efficiency and with very low fake rate. Each subsequent iteration proceeds by removing hits
associated with tracks found in the previous pass from the pool of available hits and then find-
ing additional tracks by loosening the quality requirements to find a new group of tracks with
high efficiency while carefully limiting the fake rate. With this technique, charged particles
with as few as three hits and transverse momentum as small as 300 MeV can eventually be
reconstructed with acceptable efficiency and low fake rate. Tracks originating from secondary
vertices, including those from the nuclear interaction of a hadron or a photon conversion in
the tracker material or the decay of neutral hadrons, such as K0s or L0s, are found by specific
algorithms using hits that remain after the first steps of the reconstruction.

9.1.2 Muon Particle Flow Reconstruction

Muons are reconstructed by utilizing information from the tracker and the muon system to
create “tracker muons” seeded by inner tracks and requiring matches to muon segments or
“global muons” requiring a global track in both subdetectors. Tracks that are identified as
muons are flagged in the next steps of the reconstruction. Special criteria may be applied to
them to eliminate muons from decay in flight of hadrons or from punchthrough.

tt ̅PU140 event CERN-LHCC-2015-010



Novel algorithms on the horizon
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Most algorithms currently used or used today are sequential
Many novel efforts are developing parallelizable algorithms

(See many contributions from the CTD2020)
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Figure 3. Illustration of the various steps of the tracklet algorithm. In the first step (left) pairs of stubs (red
stars) are combined to form seeds, or tracklets, for the track finding. Combined with the interaction point
(0,0) a helical trajectory for the particle is formed, assuming a uniform magnetic field. This trajectory is
projected (middle) to the other layers. Stubs in the other layers that are close to the projection (green stars)
are selected as matches (right) to the tracklet to form a track. Final trajectory parameters are calculated using
a linearized �2 fit.

A linearized �2 fit is performed for all stubs matched to the trajectory. The track fit implemen-
tation uses pre-calculated derivatives and the tracklet-stub residuals from the projection step. The
linearized �2 fit corrects the initial tracklet parameters to give the final track parameters: inverse
radius of curvature (⇢�1), azimuthal angle (�0), polar angle (tan ✓), z intercept (z0), and optionally
the transverse impact parameter (d0). Duplicate tracks, such as those found by the redundant seeding
layers, are removed by comparing tracks in pairs, counting the number of independent and shared
stubs. Tracks that do not have at least three unique stubs are considered duplicates. In tracklet 2.0,
the track �2 is also considered when removing duplicates.

When implementing the algorithm on an FPGA, we work with fixed-precision math and low-
order Taylor expansions of trigonometric functions. The number of bits kept are adjusted to ensure
adequate precision. The loss of precision from using fixed-point calculations is negligible.

2.2 Parallelization

The algorithm is parallelized in the following manner. First, the detector is split along azimuth
into sections, called “sectors”. The number of sectors is a tunable parameter and is chosen based
on an optimization of the cost of FPGAs, the required per-sector input bandwidth, constraints due
to the cabling interface of the on-detector electronics, the choice of time-multiplexing factor and
the overall algorithm latency, as discussed in the following paragraphs. The nominal choice for
the number of sectors is nine, while other values were also considered. Each sector is assigned a
dedicated hardware unit called the sector processor, and tracklet formation and track reconstruction
is done in parallel in all of the sector processors. A small amount of data is duplicated near the
boundaries of sectors to allow track formation to take place entirely within one sector processor and
to avoid gaps in detector coverage. The data duplication scheme will be described in Section 5.1.
The upper limit on the number of sectors is chosen such that a track with largest acceptable curvature
(pT = 2 GeV) is contained in at most two sectors. This corresponds to 28 sectors, and was the
configuration under consideration during the hardware demonstrator.

– 6 –

subregion/event 
parallelization
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Enables parallel algorithm in outer tracker

• Outer tracker consists of “PT modules” (two modules closely sandwiched)
• Choice driven by level-1 track trigger capability
• Forming stubs / mini-doublets is local and can be highly parallelized

“Stubs / Mini-doublets“

high PT  pass

22 Chapter 2. Overview of the Phase-2 Tracker Upgrade

Figure 2.5: Illustration of the pT module concept. (a) Correlation of signals in closely-spaced
sensors enables rejection of low-pT particles; the channels shown in green represent the selec-
tion window to define an accepted stub. (b) The same transverse momentum corresponds to a
larger distance between the two signals at large radii for a given sensor spacing. (c) For the end-
cap discs, a larger spacing between the sensors is needed to achieve the same discriminating
power as in the barrel at the same radius.

concept is therefore applicable in the Outer Tracker, and limited in angular acceptance to about
|h| < 2.4.

2.3.2 The Outer Tracker

The Outer Tracker is populated with pT modules, implementing the L1 trigger functionality.
The pT module concept relies on the fact that the strips of the top and bottom sensors of a
module are parallel to each other. With the strip direction being parallel to the z axis in the
barrel and nearly radial in the endcaps, this prevents the concept of stereo strips to be used to
measure the z coordinate (r coordinate) in the barrel (endcaps). For this reason two versions
of pT modules have been realized: modules with two strip sensors (2-strip or 2S modules)
and modules with a strip and a macro-pixel sensor (pixel-strip or PS modules). Details are
provided in Chapter 3. The strips in the 2S modules have a length of about 5 cm, while those
in the PS modules are about 2.4 cm long. In PS modules one of the two sensors is segmented
into macro-pixels of about 1.5 mm length, providing the z (r) coordinate measurement in the
barrel (endcaps). The PS modules are deployed in the first three layers of the Outer Tracker,
in the radial region of 200–600 mm, i.e. down to radii at which the stub pT resolution remains
acceptable and the data reduction effective. The 2S modules are deployed in the outermost
three layers, in the radial region above 600 mm. In the endcaps the modules are arranged in
rings on disc-like structures, with the rings at low radii, up to about 700 mm, equipped with
PS modules, while 2S modules are used at larger radii. The precision on the z coordinates
provided by the three PS barrel layers constrain the origin of the trigger tracks to a portion
of the luminous region of about 1 mm, which is sufficiently precise to partially discriminate
particles coming from different vertices.

The pT module concept implies that both the top and the bottom silicon sensors of a module
must be connected to the readout electronics that performs stub finding. In order to implement
the connectivity between the upper and lower sensors with reliable and affordable technolo-
gies, the two halves of each module are read out independently by front-end hybrids on the two
ends, which prevents communication between the sensor halves and thus the reconstruction of

~2-4 mm gap

low PT  fail

Hit found in 
search window

Hit NOT found in 
search window

3.1. Overview and layout 29

Table 3.1: Main parameters of the 2S module and the PS module of the CMS tracker.
2S module PS module

⇠ 2 ⇥ 90 cm2 active area ⇠ 2 ⇥ 45 cm2 active area
2 ⇥ 1016 strips: ⇠ 5 cm ⇥ 90 µm 2 ⇥ 960 strips: ⇠ 2.4 cm ⇥ 100 µm
2 ⇥ 1016 strips: ⇠ 5 cm ⇥ 90 µm 32 ⇥ 960 macro-pixels: ⇠ 1.5 mm ⇥ 100 µm

Front-end power ⇠ 5 W Front-end power ⇠ 8 W
Sensor power (�20 �C) ⇠ 1.0 W Sensor power (�20 �C) ⇠ 1.4 W
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Figure 3.6: The 2S module (left) and PS module (right) of the Outer Tracker. Shown are views
of the assembled modules (top), details of the module parts (centre) and sketches of the front-
end hybrid folded assembly and connectivity (bottom). Details are given in the text, and in the
following sections.

in the line density on the readout hybrid for the 2S module and on the bump density of the
C4 technology for the PS module. The strip sensors are wire bonded directly to the front-end
hybrids, thus avoiding heavy pitch adapters.

In both modules the desired gap between the two sensors is achieved by gluing them onto
spacers made of aluminium / carbon fibre composite (Al-CF). The spacers provide mechanical

“PT modules"
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of one quarter of the tracker layout in r-z view. In the Inner Tracker the
green lines correspond to pixel modules made of two readout chips and the yellow lines to
pixel modules with four readout chips. In the Outer Tracker the blue and red lines represent
the two types of modules described in the text.

Figure 2.4: Average number of module layers traversed by particles, including both the Inner
Tracker (red) and the Outer Tracker (blue) modules, as well as the complete tracker (black). Par-
ticle trajectories are approximated by straight lines, using a flat distribution of primary vertices
within |z0| < 70 mm, and multiple scattering is not included.

The following section summarizes the main concepts and features of the upgraded tracking
system. One quarter of the Phase-2 tracker layout can be seen in Fig. 2.3. Figure 2.4 shows
the average number of active layers that are traversed by particles originating from the lumi-
nous region, for the complete tracker as well as for the Inner Tracker and the Outer Tracker
separately.

The number of layers has been optimised to ensure robust tracking, i.e. basically unaffected
performance when one detecting layer is lost in some parts of the rapidity acceptance. The six
layers of the Outer Tracker are the minimum required to ensure robust track finding at the L1
trigger in the rapidity acceptance of |h| < 2.4, as discussed in more details in Section 3.1.

Outer tracker

Inner tracker double layered



Segment building and linking
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Track pattern recognition algorithm that is inherently parallel can be 
explored in the outer tracker of HL-LHC CMS tracker

†Similarity to CDF central outer tracker (COT) segment linking, (cf. eXtremely Fast Tracker)

• Two mini-doublets (   )  together can form a segment (           )

Mini-doublet

double-layered
“PT module”

2 - 4 mm gap

Segment

Hit
charged particle

Illustration of outer tracker segments

inner tracker

Displaced
interaction

Not dependent 
on inner tracker

Only need to know 
nearest neighbor 

when linking

Shared mini-
doublet linking

• Segment building and linking† algorithm is also inherently parallel
• Outer tracker segment linking would have unique physics opportunity
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Geometrical linking of segments
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Segments can be linked geometrically

Method based on J.Phys.Conf.Ser. 898 (2017) 4, 042023

∆β distribution of PU 200 tt ̅event



Robustness of the approach
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Track candidates can be formed in multiple ways in parallel

If available, can easily add 
pixel seeds as “segments”

Can link across 
missing hits

Can allow 
missing hits

η = 

non-exhaustive list of possible 
track candidates built shown below.

• Segments (or linked ones) are 
used to build track candidates

• There are multiple ways to build, 
which can all be done in parallel

• Pixel seeds can be easily added 
as a “segment” if available



Connection to other parallel algorithms
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The algorithm being developed has many legs

CTD2019 Patatrack F. Pantaleo

• Byproduct of the method is  
a full graph connection 
between mini-doublets

• Possible to explore different 
methods at this stage
• e.g. CA, GNN

Equivalent graph obtained 
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• Benefits from parallel algorithm:
• Possible speed up if combinatorial/fakes are under control
• Traditional Kalman-Filter based algorithm is serial and sequential

• (Efforts on-going to deploy on modern architecture. e.g. mkFit)
• Proposed track building algo is naturally parallelizable and vectorizable

• Outer tracker benefits:
• Complementarity w/ pixel based seeding
• CMS tracking is critically dependent on pixel health and performance
• Affordable iterations are all pixel-based
• Single largest exposure to physics program
• Potential for displaced vertex tracking

• Could also potentially benefit at HLT for more extensive tracking

Outer tracker parallel track building algo can be fast and help physics 
program of CMS

Benefits of OT parallel track building algo



Case study for this talk
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Today we target tracks with no missing hits in outer tracker barrel

η = • As a start we focus on no 
missing hits tracks in barrel 
outer tracker (12 hits in total)

• This kind of track candidate 
has the benefit of not relying 
on the pixel track seeds

• Efficiencies reported today will 
be for these tracks unless 
otherwise noted

Target for today
(No missing hits in outer barrel tracker)

For future

Outer barrel tracker



Mini-doublet building and efficiency
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Good mini-doublet efficiency achieved soon after
targeted threshold of 1 GeV in barrel region

• Utilize PT module and build mini-doublets out of individual hits
• Target PT threshold is 1 GeV (cf. L1Track targets > 2 GeV)
• Plateaus soon after targeted 1 GeV threshold
• Only requires information on its own module ⇒ suitable for parallelization

22 Chapter 2. Overview of the Phase-2 Tracker Upgrade

Figure 2.5: Illustration of the pT module concept. (a) Correlation of signals in closely-spaced
sensors enables rejection of low-pT particles; the channels shown in green represent the selec-
tion window to define an accepted stub. (b) The same transverse momentum corresponds to a
larger distance between the two signals at large radii for a given sensor spacing. (c) For the end-
cap discs, a larger spacing between the sensors is needed to achieve the same discriminating
power as in the barrel at the same radius.

concept is therefore applicable in the Outer Tracker, and limited in angular acceptance to about
|h| < 2.4.

2.3.2 The Outer Tracker

The Outer Tracker is populated with pT modules, implementing the L1 trigger functionality.
The pT module concept relies on the fact that the strips of the top and bottom sensors of a
module are parallel to each other. With the strip direction being parallel to the z axis in the
barrel and nearly radial in the endcaps, this prevents the concept of stereo strips to be used to
measure the z coordinate (r coordinate) in the barrel (endcaps). For this reason two versions
of pT modules have been realized: modules with two strip sensors (2-strip or 2S modules)
and modules with a strip and a macro-pixel sensor (pixel-strip or PS modules). Details are
provided in Chapter 3. The strips in the 2S modules have a length of about 5 cm, while those
in the PS modules are about 2.4 cm long. In PS modules one of the two sensors is segmented
into macro-pixels of about 1.5 mm length, providing the z (r) coordinate measurement in the
barrel (endcaps). The PS modules are deployed in the first three layers of the Outer Tracker,
in the radial region of 200–600 mm, i.e. down to radii at which the stub pT resolution remains
acceptable and the data reduction effective. The 2S modules are deployed in the outermost
three layers, in the radial region above 600 mm. In the endcaps the modules are arranged in
rings on disc-like structures, with the rings at low radii, up to about 700 mm, equipped with
PS modules, while 2S modules are used at larger radii. The precision on the z coordinates
provided by the three PS barrel layers constrain the origin of the trigger tracks to a portion
of the luminous region of about 1 mm, which is sufficiently precise to partially discriminate
particles coming from different vertices.

The pT module concept implies that both the top and the bottom silicon sensors of a module
must be connected to the readout electronics that performs stub finding. In order to implement
the connectivity between the upper and lower sensors with reliable and affordable technolo-
gies, the two halves of each module are read out independently by front-end hybrids on the two
ends, which prevents communication between the sensor halves and thus the reconstruction of

“Stubs / Mini-doublets“
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Effects of the PT module on combinatorics
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Very large hit multiplicity for PU 200 event

y [cm]

x [cm]

• PU200 tt ̅event 
• All hits in the barrel detector 

plotted
• Large number of hits per layer
• Naive combinations will lead 

to combinatorics explosion

Hits per events

Layer 1 2 3 4 5 6

# hits 36K 28K 21K 17K 12K 6K



Effects of the PT module on combinatorics
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Mini-Doublet formation much reduces combinatorics

y [cm]

x [cm]

• PU200 tt ̅event 
• All mini-doublets (MDs) in the 

barrel detector plotted
• 3x to 7x reduction in 

multiplicity per layer
• ⇒ massive reduction in 

combinatorics in parallel

MiniDoublet per events

Layer 1 2 3 4 5 6

# hits 36K 28K 21K 17K 12K 6K

# MD 5.9K 3.8K 3.1K 3.7K 3.3K 2.2K

Ratio 6.1 7.3 6.8 4.6 3.5 2.7



Segment building and efficiency
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Good segment efficiency achieved soon after
targeted threshold of 1 GeV in barrel region

• Utilize module map built from muon gun 
simulations in building segments

• Compatibility between Mini-Doublet 
angles and segment angle required

• Same 1 GeV threshold targeted
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• Consider potential segments (        ) to link utilizing module map
• Use geometrical arguments to link segments (same 1 GeV threshold targeted)
• Various angle compatibility between segments and linked segments used

Segment linking (a.k.a. tracklet building)
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Segments are linked based on geometrical argument

x

β1

β2

inner 
tracker

y
Good linking

Fails geom. 
constraint in 

x-y

compatible 
modules based 
on module map
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of one quarter of the tracker layout in r-z view. In the Inner Tracker the
green lines correspond to pixel modules made of two readout chips and the yellow lines to
pixel modules with four readout chips. In the Outer Tracker the blue and red lines represent
the two types of modules described in the text.

Figure 2.4: Average number of module layers traversed by particles, including both the Inner
Tracker (red) and the Outer Tracker (blue) modules, as well as the complete tracker (black). Par-
ticle trajectories are approximated by straight lines, using a flat distribution of primary vertices
within |z0| < 70 mm, and multiple scattering is not included.

The following section summarizes the main concepts and features of the upgraded tracking
system. One quarter of the Phase-2 tracker layout can be seen in Fig. 2.3. Figure 2.4 shows
the average number of active layers that are traversed by particles originating from the lumi-
nous region, for the complete tracker as well as for the Inner Tracker and the Outer Tracker
separately.

The number of layers has been optimised to ensure robust tracking, i.e. basically unaffected
performance when one detecting layer is lost in some parts of the rapidity acceptance. The six
layers of the Outer Tracker are the minimum required to ensure robust track finding at the L1
trigger in the rapidity acceptance of |h| < 2.4, as discussed in more details in Section 3.1.
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∆β distribution shows peak above combinatorial background

• The ∆β distribution of different tracklets are shown
• Exhibit peak over combinatorial background
• The plots below are “N – 1” plots where ∆β cuts 

are not applied yet
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of one quarter of the tracker layout in r-z view. In the Inner Tracker the
green lines correspond to pixel modules made of two readout chips and the yellow lines to
pixel modules with four readout chips. In the Outer Tracker the blue and red lines represent
the two types of modules described in the text.

Figure 2.4: Average number of module layers traversed by particles, including both the Inner
Tracker (red) and the Outer Tracker (blue) modules, as well as the complete tracker (black). Par-
ticle trajectories are approximated by straight lines, using a flat distribution of primary vertices
within |z0| < 70 mm, and multiple scattering is not included.

The following section summarizes the main concepts and features of the upgraded tracking
system. One quarter of the Phase-2 tracker layout can be seen in Fig. 2.3. Figure 2.4 shows
the average number of active layers that are traversed by particles originating from the lumi-
nous region, for the complete tracker as well as for the Inner Tracker and the Outer Tracker
separately.

The number of layers has been optimised to ensure robust tracking, i.e. basically unaffected
performance when one detecting layer is lost in some parts of the rapidity acceptance. The six
layers of the Outer Tracker are the minimum required to ensure robust track finding at the L1
trigger in the rapidity acceptance of |h| < 2.4, as discussed in more details in Section 3.1.



Tracklet (linked segment) efficiency
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Good segment linking efficiency of µ/e/π achieved soon after targeted 
threshold of 1 GeV in barrel region
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of one quarter of the tracker layout in r-z view. In the Inner Tracker the
green lines correspond to pixel modules made of two readout chips and the yellow lines to
pixel modules with four readout chips. In the Outer Tracker the blue and red lines represent
the two types of modules described in the text.

Figure 2.4: Average number of module layers traversed by particles, including both the Inner
Tracker (red) and the Outer Tracker (blue) modules, as well as the complete tracker (black). Par-
ticle trajectories are approximated by straight lines, using a flat distribution of primary vertices
within |z0| < 70 mm, and multiple scattering is not included.

The following section summarizes the main concepts and features of the upgraded tracking
system. One quarter of the Phase-2 tracker layout can be seen in Fig. 2.3. Figure 2.4 shows
the average number of active layers that are traversed by particles originating from the lumi-
nous region, for the complete tracker as well as for the Inner Tracker and the Outer Tracker
separately.

The number of layers has been optimised to ensure robust tracking, i.e. basically unaffected
performance when one detecting layer is lost in some parts of the rapidity acceptance. The six
layers of the Outer Tracker are the minimum required to ensure robust track finding at the L1
trigger in the rapidity acceptance of |h| < 2.4, as discussed in more details in Section 3.1.
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Track candidate building
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A track candidate is built from putting together two tracklets that 
share a common segment

20 Chapter 2. Overview of the Phase-2 Tracker Upgrade
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Figure 2.3: Sketch of one quarter of the tracker layout in r-z view. In the Inner Tracker the
green lines correspond to pixel modules made of two readout chips and the yellow lines to
pixel modules with four readout chips. In the Outer Tracker the blue and red lines represent
the two types of modules described in the text.

Figure 2.4: Average number of module layers traversed by particles, including both the Inner
Tracker (red) and the Outer Tracker (blue) modules, as well as the complete tracker (black). Par-
ticle trajectories are approximated by straight lines, using a flat distribution of primary vertices
within |z0| < 70 mm, and multiple scattering is not included.

The following section summarizes the main concepts and features of the upgraded tracking
system. One quarter of the Phase-2 tracker layout can be seen in Fig. 2.3. Figure 2.4 shows
the average number of active layers that are traversed by particles originating from the lumi-
nous region, for the complete tracker as well as for the Inner Tracker and the Outer Tracker
separately.

The number of layers has been optimised to ensure robust tracking, i.e. basically unaffected
performance when one detecting layer is lost in some parts of the rapidity acceptance. The six
layers of the Outer Tracker are the minimum required to ensure robust track finding at the L1
trigger in the rapidity acceptance of |h| < 2.4, as discussed in more details in Section 3.1.

Tracklet #1

Tracklet #2

Shared segment 
between two 

tracklets

• Two tracklets can be put together 
to build a track candidate by 
requiring a share segment

• More ways of building track 
candidates will be explored for 
future studies
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Track candidate algorithmic efficiency
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Good track candidate efficiency achieved for µ/e/π soon after targeted 
threshold of 1 GeV in barrel region

• Track candidate efficiency shown
• Track candidates in barrel are composed of 12 hits from the outer tracker
• Denominator only includes tracks with no missing hits present in barrel

µ-Gun π± from tt ̅events e from tt ̅events
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• As we enter HL-LHC Phase 2, reconstruction challenges are getting tougher
• We must explore new algorithms to not cost physics output
• Many promising novel algorithms are parallel in nature
• Here we studied a parallel track building algorithm for outer tracker geometry
• Benefits of the algorithms are:

• Natural parallelization and vectorization 
• Complementarity w/ pixel based seeding (potential physics gain)
• Also could potentially benefit software trigger for more extensive tracking 

• Preliminary barrel region segment linking algorithm has been developed and 
created preliminary track candidates using 12 hits in the outer tracker

• Algorithm can be sped up as each step of the algorithm can be massively 
parallelized


